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REGULAR P-ALMOST COTANGENT STRUCTURES

11ANUEL DE LE6N*, ISABEL 11tNDEZ** AND 110DESTO SALGADO**

1. Introduction.

Bruckheimer [Br] introduced the concept of an almost cotangent
structure. An almost cotangent structure on a 2n-dimensional manifold
M consists of an almost symplectic form w, together with an n-dimen
sional distribution V which is a Lagrangian distribution for w. An
almost cotangent structure is obtained by abstracting two of the cotan
gent bundle's most important geometric ingredients, namely its canonical
symplectic form and vertical distribution ,(hence'the-name). Clark and
Goel interpreted an almost cotangent structure as a certain type of
G-structure and proved that this.G-structure is integrable if· and only
if each of its constituent G-structures is integrable, that is, w is symp
lectic and V is involutive.

Obviously, the integrability of an almost cotangent structure implies
that it is locally equivalent to the cotangent bundle T*N of an n-dim
ensional manifold N. Recently, Thompson demonstrated that a regular
almost cotangent structure (that is, an integrable almost cotangent
structure verifying some global hypotheses) determines an element of
the second de Rham cohomology group H2 (N, R) of the base manifold
N. In fact, there is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence
classes of regular almost cotangent manifolds and elements of H2 (N,
R). The vanishing of this cohomology class characterizes cotangent
bundles in the class of regular almost cotangent manifolds. The
situation may be contrasted with the case of almost tangent manifolds. .

[CTh]. ... .
In a previous paper [L11S3] we have introduced a natural generali

zation of ~lmost cotangent str).lctures. This new class of geometric
structures (called p-cilmost cotangent structures) consists in a family of
almost presymplectic forms W a of rank 2n together with a family of
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n-dimensional distributions Va, l:::;;a:::;;p verifying some compatibility
conditions on a (P-l-1)n-dimensional manifold M. In particular, we
suppose that Va n (-I- Vb) =0. Then V = VlEB...EB Vp is a pn-dimension-

b*a

al distribution. Again, a p-almost cotangent structure can be inter
preted as a certain type of G-structure and its integrability is proved to
be equivalent to the integrablity of its constituent G-structures (that
is, W a is a presymplecticform and V, Va are involutive, for any a).

In this paper, we establish some global results, similar to the ones
obtained by Thompson. In the first theorem (Theorem 3. 2) we prove
that, under some global hypotheses, an integrable p-almost cotangent
manifold is diffeomorphic. to the cotangent bundle Tpl*N of pLcovelo
cities of the base manifold N. Moreover, in the second theorem
(Theorem 4. 1) we prove that every regular p-almost cotangent

. P
structure determines an element of JP (N, R) X ... X H2 (N, R) in such
a way that the vanishing of this p-tupla of cohomology classes
characterizes Tpl*Nin the class of regular p-almost cotangent structures.
This la.st result may be contrasted with the corresponding one for
integrable p-almost tangent structures ([LMSl], [LMS2]).

2. The'cotangent bundle of pLcovelocities.

Let N be an n-dimensional manifold.· By Tpl*N we denote the co
tangent bundle of pLcovelocities of N, that is, the manifold of all
I-jets of mappings from N to RP with target OERP. The manifold
Tpl*N is locally .characterized as follows: if (xi) is a coordinate system
on N then the coordinates (xi, Xli' ..., XPi) on Tpl*N are defined by

xiUx.olf) =xi(x) ,
Xai(jxiolf) = (ofa/oxi) lx, l:::;;i:::;;n, l:::;;a:::;;p,

where'j/X.olf is the l-:-jet at xEN.of the. map f: N-:~RP, f(x) =0 and
/4=1:ao/, 1:a : RP~R being the canonical projection 1:a(tl, ... , t P) =ta.
Clearly, Tpl*N is a manifold of dimension (p-l-l)n. Two such
coordinate systems (xi, Xai) , (if, fia;) with intersecting domains are
related by a change of coordinates whose Jacobian matrix has the
form
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(2.1)

A 0 0 0

Bl C 0 0

B2 0 C 0
..................

and

Bp 0 0 C
where

A= [ox;loxi ] , C= [oxi lax;], Ba = [(02xkloXioXl) (oxl/oxi)xa;],

where l:5:.i,j,k,l:5:.n, l:5:.a:5:.p.
Next, we shall prove that T pl*N has the structure of vector bundle

over N with standard fibre the vector space Rpn. To do this, we proceed
as follows. We denote by 7ro: Tpl*N~N the canonical projection
defined by

7roUx.olf) =x.
Now, we have a canonical diffeomorphism

p

A : Tpl*N~T*Nffi"'ffiT*N
of T pl*N with the Whitney sum of T*N with itself p times; A IS

given by
A(J' If) - (J' lfl ... J' lfP)x· 0 - Xt 0 , 'x' 0 .

Then each element OE (Tpl*N)x=7r- l (x), xEN, may be identified,
via A, with a p-tupla (01, "',OP) of I-forms OaETx*N, l:5:.a:5:.p. If
we now define

).()+))<jJ= ().()l+))<jJl, "', ).()P+))EjJP)
where 0= (Oa) , <jJ=(<jJa)E(Tpl*N)x, ).,))ER, then it is easy to prove
that 7ro : Tpl*N~N is a vector bundle over N isomorphic, as vector
bundles, with the Whitney sum of T*N with itself p times. Obviously,
when p=l, then T pl*N=T*N. Moreover, for each a, l:5:.a:5:.p, we
have two canonical projections

(pa)o : Tpl*N~T*N
(7ra)o : Tpl*N~T(p_D1N

defined by

and
v

(7ra) 0 (01, ... , OP) = (01, ... , Oa, ... , OP),

respectively (here the circumflex over a term means that it is to be
omitted) . Then we locally have
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(pa) 0 (xi, xbi) = (xi, xa;).
Thus, we have p canonical vertical distributions (Va)o=Ker T(~a)o

such that (Va) 0n (+ (Vb) 0) =0. Furthermore, we have
O<Fa

p

Vo=EEl (Va)o Ker T~o.
a=l

We also may define a canonical injection
ja : T*N-Tpl*N

given by

ja(a) = (0, ...,~, ...,0).
So, we locally have

ja(xi, Yi) = (xi, 0, ..., yi, ...,0).
Now, we may define p presymplectic forms (ma)o of rank 2n, I~a~p

as follows. First, we define p canonical I-forms (Aa) 0 by setting
(Aa) 0 (0) (X) =()a(x) (T~o(X»

XE T(}(Tpl*N), leo(O) =X. Locally, o.a)O is givenby
CAaJ0=xapxi.

Then (ma)o=-do.a)o IS a canonical presymplectic form on Tpl*N
locally given by

(ma) 0 dxiI\dxai
If we denote by (sa)O: T(Tpl*N)-T*(Tpl*N) the vector hundle
homomorphism given by (Sa) 0 (X) =i(X) (ma) 0, then

p

(Ka)o=Ker (sa) 0= EEl (Vb)O.
0=1
O<Fa

When P=I. the canonical I-form Ao= 0.1)0 is the Liouville form on
T*N (see [Go], [LRI], [LR2]).

We next show that there is a construction on Tpl*N which general
izes the vertical lift construction on the cotangent bundle T*N (see
[YI]). Suppose that yE Tpl*N and that le(Y)=x. Define a map

Ta;*M-T,(Tpl*M)
by

a-a(a~=Tja(a)'U,

where a'UE TYa(T*N) is the vertical lift of a to T*N. If a=aidxi.
then we have

a(a) = -ai(%xai).

Thus, a(a)E (Va)" l~a~p and, then a(a) is called the (a)-vertical
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lift of a to Tpl*N. Furthermore, a simple computation on local
coordinates shows that

[aCa), ,8Cb)] =0,
where a,,8 are I-forms on Nand 1:::;: a, b:::;:p.

3. Integrable p-almost cotangent structures

In this section, we briefly recall some definitions and results aboutp
almost cotangent structures. As the name suggest, a p-almost cotangent
structure is obtained by abstracting the most important geometric
ingredients of the cotangent bundle of pLcovelocities.

DEFINITION 3. 1. A p-almost cotangent structure on a (p+1) n-dimen
sional manifold M consists of a family (ma, V a ; l:::;:a:::;:p) of almost
presymplectic forms ma of rank 2n, together with pn-dimensional
distributions Va such that

(1) V an (+ Vb) =0,
b±ca

p

(2) Ka=Ker Swa=EBVb, where SQ'. : TM-T*M is defined by
b~1

b=l=a

x-sw. (X) =ix(})a.
Such a manifold M is called a p-almost cotangent manifold.

p

If we put V = EB V a, then V is a pn-dimensional distribution on M.
a=-71

In [LMS3], we proved that giving a p-almost cotangent structure is
the same as giving a G-structure on M, G being the subgroup of Gl
((p+ 1) n, R) which consists of all matrices of the form (2. 1) where
AEGI(n, R) and C= (A-I)t, AtBa= B/A, l:Sa:::;:p. Furthermore, the
following integrability theorem has been proved.

THEOREM 3.1. A p-almost cotangent structure (ma, V a) on M is integ
rable iff the distributions V, V a are involutive and the almost presymplectic
forms ma are closed, namely dma=O (then ma are presymplectic forms).

Now, let M be an integrable p-almost cotangent manifold with p
almost cotangent structure (ma, V a) and suppose that (wa, V a) defines a
fibration. That is, we suppose:
(1) the space of leaves Ma=M/ K a defined by the involutive distribut-
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ion K a is a quotient manifold of M; then Pa: M~Ma is a fibration
whose fibres are precisely the leaves of K a, and
(2) the space of leaves N=Mj V defined by the involutive distribution
V is a quotient manifold of M; then 'K : M~N IS a ·fibration whose
fibres are precisely the leaves of V._

Consequently, we have a canonical projection "a : Ma~N such that
the following diagram

'Ka
M---~----

~l
N

is commutative. Therefore, we have:
(1) Since Ka=Ker S",o, then there exists a umque symplectic form wa
on Ma such that

('Ka) *wa=wa.
(2) Since K an Va=O, then V a induces an involutive distribution Va=
T'KaVa on Ma. The leaves of Va projects, via 'Ka, onto the leaves of
Va. So, "a is a fibration whose fibres are precisely the leaves of Va.

Now, let (xi, Xi+cn., l::;;c::;;p) be a coordinate system adapted for
the integrable p-almost cotangent structure. Then we have

V=<ojoxi+cn ; l::;;c::;;p>, Va=<ojoxi+an>,
Ka=<ojoxW1m ; l::;;b::;;p, b=1= a>

wa=dxiI\dxi+an.
Thus, N and Ma have induced coordinates (xi) and (xi, xi+an) , resp
ectively. Therefore, we have

'K(xi, xi+cn) = (xi), 'Ka(xi, xi+cn) = (xi, xi+an) , O'a(xi, xi+an) = (xi),
wa=dxiI\dxi+an.

We now show that there is a construction on an integrable p-almost
cotangent manifold which defines a fibration, which generalizes the
vertical lift construction on a cotangent bundle of pCcovelocities.

Suppose that yEM, 'K(Y) =x, 11:a(Y) =Ya and that aETx*N. We
define the (a)-vertical lift oCa to M as the unique tangent ~vector
a(a) E (Va) y such that
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i((T71:aa Ca)))wa= (aa)*a.

If a=aidxi, then we have
a Ca) = - ai (a /oxi+an).

Therefore, if a is a I-form on N there are p vertical vector fields
acal, l::;;a::;;p, such that aCa)E Va.

PROPOSITION" 3. 1. For all I-forms a, /3 on N, we have
[aCal, /3Cb)] =0.

Proof. It follows directly from the local expressions of a ca ) and /3Cb).

As we have said, a p-almost cotangent structure defines a G-structure.
One of the most important results in the theory of G-structures states
that if a G-structure is integrable, then there is a symmetric G-conn
ection (see [Fu]). The connection no need to be unique. In the present
context of our integrable p-almost cotangent structure we can affirm
the existence of a symmetric connection 17 'which verifies

VuJa=O, 17VcV, 17"Vac"Va, l::;;a::;;p.

Such a connection is said to be adapted for the p-almost cotangent
structure.

PROPOSITION 3. 2. Let 17 be a symmetric connection which is adapted for

an integrable p-almost cotangent structure which defines a fibration J[ : M
~~N. Then 17 induces, by restriction, a flat connection on each leaf of
the foliations V and V a , l::;;a::;;p.

17 pCb)a Ca )=0.

(3. 1), it is enough to prove that for all vector fields Z on

Proof. Firstly, note
I-forms a and /3 on N

(3.1)

To show
M

(3.2)

that it is sufficient to show that for all

p

(In fact, if WC (X, Z) =0 for all vector fields Z, then X E n Kc=O).
c=l

Now, note that we only have to prove (3.2) when Z is itself a vertical
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vector field or Z is complementary to V. In the first case, we only
need prove (3. 2) when Z = red), r being a I-form on N. Then we
have

Wc (/1pwaCa), red) =0,
since /1 Vac V a and WclvxV=O. Next, suppose that Z is complementary
to V. We only need prove (3. 2) when Z is n--related to a vector field
Z on N. If a=a;dxi, /3=/3;dx;, Z=Z;(ojoxi) , then we have

Wc (/1(/"laCa), Z) =/3 Cb) (Wc (a Ca) , Z» -Wc(a Ca) , /1 j3(b)Z)
(since /1wc=O)

= /3 Cb) (wc (a Ca>, Z» -Wc(a Ca) , /1z/3Cb» -Wc (a Ca>, [/3Cb) , ZJ).
(since /1 is. symmetric)

But /3Cb) (wc (a Ca) , Z» = /3 Cb) (a;Z;) =0, since a;Z; is a function on N.

Likewise,
wc(a Ca), [/3Cb), ZJ) =0,

since [/3Cb) , Z} E V. Finally, /1zf1Cb} E Vb; then the second term also
vanishes.

We now state and prove the main result of this section.

THEOREM 3.2. Let (M, Wa, V a) be an integrable p-almost cotangent
structure which defines afibration n- : M~N. Suppose that /1 is a symmetric
connection adapted for the p-almost cotangent structure such that the flat
connection induced by it on each leaf of V and V a is geodesically comp
lete. Suppose further that each fibre of n- is connected and simply connected
and that each leaf of V a is connected, for all a. Then M is diffeomorphic
to Tpl*N. Moreover, the diffeomorphism, F say, can be chosen such that
wa=F* «wah+n-o*tPa) , where (wa)o are the canonical presymplectic forms
on Tpl*N, n-o: Tpl*N~N the canonical projection and tPa are p closed 2
forms on N.

Proof. Firstly, we prove that M is an affine bundle modelled on
Tpl*N. Thus, we shall construct a map p : MXNTpl*N~M such that

Px: n--1(x) X (Tpl*N>X~n--l(x)

is a free transitive action of the vector space (Tpl*N) x on 1t'-1 (x),
for all xEN.

For any a=(al> .•.,ap)E(Tpl*N)x, where aaETx*N, I:S:a:S:p, we
define a vertical v~tot field Aa on n--1 (x) by
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(Aa) y= ((aa) Ca)) y' yEn--1 (x).

Then AaE Va. Consequently,
J7AaAa=O,

and so Aa is a geodesic vector field. Hence by our completeness
assumption, Aa generates a global one-parameter group of transforma
tions of n-- l (x) :

<PAa : RXn-- I (x)---.7n-- I(x).
Let t---.7<PAa(t, y) be the integral curve of Aa such that <PAa(O, y) =y,
yEn--I(x). We define Px by

(3. 3) Px (y, (aI' ... , a p)) = <PAp (1, ... , <PA2 (1, <PAl (1, y)), ... )
We shall show that (3. 3) defines a free transitive action. First, for
any a= (aa) , f3= (f3a) E (Tpl*N)x' the corresponding vector fields Aa'
Bb, l::;;;a,b::;;;p on n-l(x) verifying [Aa,BbJ=O by Proposition 3.l.
Their one-parameter groups therefore commute and the composition of
their flows yields another one-parameter group whose generator is Aa

+Bb, that is
(3.4) r]JAa (t, r]JBb (t, y)) =<PBb (t, <PAa (t, y)) =<PAa+Bb (t, y)

and hence
Px(Px(y, a), (3) =PxCPx(y, (3), a) =PxCY, a+(3).

Then Px defines an action of (Tpl*N)x on n--l(x).
Secondly, we show that Px is transitive. Let (, ) be any scalar

product on (Tpl*N) x and define a Riemannian metric ga on each leaf
of Va by setting

ga(Aa, Ba) = (aa' f3a).
Since J7Aa = 0 and ga (Aa, Ba) is constant, it follows that J7 is the
Riemannian connection of ga' Now, let y, z be any two points of
/r-l (x). Since each leaf of V is a local product of leaves of VI> ... , V p,

we must consider two cases. If y, z belong to the same local slice,
then, from the Hopf-Rinow theorem, y and z may be joined by a
piecewise differentiable curve 7 which consists of p geodesic arcs {71' ... ,
7p} in such a way that 7a is a geodesic arc on a leaf of the foliation
Va• We may suppose that 71 (0) = y, 7I (1) =72 (0), ... , 7P-l (1) =7p (0),
7p(1) =z and

il(O) = (al) CD, ••• , ip(O) = (ap) CP).

Therefore, we have
Px(y, (aI> ... ,ap)) = <PAp (1, ... , <PA2(1, <PAI(l,y)), ••. )=z.
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If y, z are not in the same local slice, they can also be joined by a
piecewise differentiable curve r={r1> ..., rq} which consists of geodesic
arcs in a such a way that r T' 1:::;; r:::;; q is a geodesic arc on a leaf of
the foliation VjZ' for some a, Using (3.4) one can finds an element
a=(aa) E (Tpl*N)x such that

T1 (0) = (al) CD ,

and
z=~Ap(l, ...,~A2(1,~Al(1,y)),...).

Consequently, we have
z=pAy, (aa)).

Thirdly, we prove that the action is free. Let F (y) be the isotropy
group of yEn.-l(x)under the action of (Tpl*N)x' that is

F(y) ={a= (aa) E (Tpl*N)x! Px(y, a) =y}.
From the definition of Px' one can easily prove that the following
diagram

is commutative, where expy denotes the exponential map of l7 restricted
to n:-l (x), llf is the linear isomorphism given by

llf Ca) = llf (a!> ... , a p). (al) CD +...+ (ap) CP)

and Px is defined by px(a) =pAy, a). Since expy is a local diffeo
morphism, then Px is so also. Therefore

F (y) = (Px).-l(y)

must he a discrete (additive) subgroup of (Tpl*N)x' Then the elements
of F (y) are integral lil1ear combinations of some k linearly independent
vectors ';:1> ••• , ';:k, where l:::;;k:::;;pn. So we have

(Tpl*N)x! F(y) =(RkXRpn-k)!zk= TkXRPn-k,
where Tit. is a k-torus. But, since (Tpl*N)x acts transitively on x-l(x) ,
then x-lex) is diffeomorphic to the coset space (Tpl*N)x/ F(y); if
F(y) is non-trivial, thenx-l(x) is diffeomorphic to TkXRpn-It., which
is not simply connected. Thus, F(y) must be trivial and the action
is free.

So far we have shown that M is an affine bundle modelled on Tpl*N.
Now we choose a (global) section s of M over N (Which is
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possible if we suppose that M is a paracompact manifold). Then M
may be identified with T p l*N, with s playing the role of zero section.
We call the resulting diffeomorphism F and consider the 2-forms

Qa=wa-F*(wa)o, lSaSp.
They are closed and verify i(X),Qa=O, for any vertical vector field X
E V. Then there exist p closed 2-forms cPa on N such that

Qa=7I:*cPa, ISaSp.
Since F is fibred over the identity on N, we have

wa=F* ((wa) O+7I:O*cPa) , 1 S aSp

and the result follows.

COROLLARY 3. 1. Suppose that (M, W a, V a) verifies all the hypotheses of
the Theorem 3. 2 except that the leaves of V are simply connected. Then
if the leaves of V are assumed to be mutually homeomorphic, T pl*N is
a covering space of M and the leaves of V are of the form TkXRpn-k,
where Tk is a k-dimensional torus. Moreover, if it is assumed that the
leaves of V are compact, then T p l*N is a covering space of M and this
leaves are diffeomorphic to Tpn.

4. Regular p-almost cotangent structures.

We shall define a p-almost cotangent structure (M, W a, Va) to be
regular if it verifies all the hypotheses of the Theorem 3. 2 and say in
that case that (M, 71:, N, wa) is a regular p-almost cotangent structure.
If (M, 71:, N, wa), (M, It, N, wa) are two regular p-almost cotangent
structures, they will be said to be equivalent if there exists a bundle
morphism F: M~M fibred over the identity on N such that

F*wa-wa=7I:* (daa) ,

where aa, ISaSp is a I-form on N, that is, F*wa-wa is cohomo
logous to zero for any a.

PROPOSITION 4. 1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set
of equivalence classes of regular p-almost cotangent structures for a fixed

N and elements of H2(N, R) X.~. XH2(N, R), where H2(N, R) is the

second de Rham cohomology group of N.

Proof. Let (M, 71:, N, wa) be a regular p-almost cotangent structure.
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By Theorem 3.2, there is a diffeomorphism Fs ; M--?Tpl*N fibred over
the identity on N such that

wa=Fs*(wa)o-:n:* (cPa) s'
where tPa, Isasp is a closed 2-form on Nand s is the section of
M over N which is used to define Fs and upon which it and tPa depend.
Then Fsos=so (zero section of Tpl*N) and, consequently

s*wa= (cPa) s' 1S asp.
Let s be another section of M over Nand Fs the corresponding

diffeomorphism of M with Tpl*N such that
wa=Fs* (wa)o-:n:* (cPa) s,

where (cPa) s are closed 2-forms on N. Then there is a section a of
Tpl*N over N such that s=s+a (that is, a (x) is the vector of
(Tpl*N)x such that sex) =s(x) +a(x), for any point xEN). A
simple computation shows that

Fsos=a.

(cPa) s=s*wa=s* (Fs*«wa) o+:n:* (cPa) s)
= (Fsos) * (wa)0+ (:n:os) * (cPa) s=(1* (wa) 0+ (cPa) s

= (tPa) s+d(1a,
where a= (a1> ••. , ap) is identified with a p tupla of I-forms on N.
Then (cPa) 'j- (cPa) s is cohomologous to zero for any a, and therefore
(M, :n:, N, wa) determines an element

([ (cPl) sJ, ..•, [(cPp) sJ) EH2 (N, R) X .~. XH2 (N, R).

Now, we prove that the mapping defined above is surjective. Let
([cPa]) be a p-tupla of cohomology classes of degree 2 on N. Then the
corresponding regular p-almost cotangent structure is given by

(Tpl*N, :n:o, N, (wa)O+:n:O*cPa).
Finally, to prove that the mapping is injective, suppose that (M,:n:,
N, wa), (M, if, N, ilia) are regular p-almost cotangent structures and
that F and F are the respective diffeomorphisms corresponding to the
sections sand s. Then we have

s*wa-s*wa=Pa-cPa=daa, for some I-forms aa, ISasp.
Therefore

(F-1oF)*wa=F* «F-l) *wa) =F*( (Wa) 0+ (F-l) *if*iPa)
=F* (Wa)0+ (ifoF-1oF) *Pa=F* (wa)o+:n:*Pa

(since jfoF =:n:o and :n:ooF =:n:)
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= F* (wa) o+7I:*s*Wa=Wa-7I:*ifJa+7I:*s*Wa
=Wa-7I:* (qia-ifJa) =Wa-71:* (daa).

Then F-1oF is an equivalence of regular p-almost cotangent structures.
This ends the proof.

The last result of this section shows that the vanishing of the

element of H2(N, R) X /. XH2(N, R) characterizes Tpl*N as a regular

p-almost cotangent structure up to equivalence.

THEOREM 4. 1. Suppose that (M, 71:, N, Wa) is a regular p-almost cotan
gent structure. Then (M, 71:, N, Wa) is equivalent to (Tpl*N, 71:0' N, (Wa)O)

ijf the element of H2(N, R) X .~. XH2(N, R) it determines is zero. In

such a case wa is exact for any a, 1~a~p, say Wa= -dAa' and the

equivalence F verifies F* (Aa) 0 =Aa·

Proof. Clearly, the element of H2(N, R) X ... XH2(N, R) determined
by (Tpl*N, 71:0' N, (wa)o) is zero. Furthermore, the element of H2(N,
R) X .,. X H2 (N, R) determined by a regular p-almost cotangent structure
(M, 71:, N, Wa) is zero iff there is a section s such that s*wa is an exact
I-form on N. Now, suppose that there is a section s of M over N such
that s*wa=daa, I~a~p. If s=s-a, where a is the section of Tpl*N
determined by the aa's, then we have

s*wa=s*wa-daa=O.
Thus, if F. is the diffeomorphism defined by s, we obtain

Wa= F.* (wa) 0= Fs*(- (d (Aa) 0) = -d (F.* (Aa) 0)'

Consequently, (M, 71:, N, Wa) is equivalent to (Tpl*N, 71:0' N, (Wa) 0) and
Wa= -dAa' where

Aa=F.* (Aa)o.
Conversely, let us suppose that (M, 71:, N, Wa) is equivalent to (Tpl*N,

71:0' N, (wa)o). Then there is a bundle isomorphism F: M---)Tpl*N such
that

F* (Wa)O-illa=71:* (daa) , I~a~p.

Consider the section of M over N defined by s=F-1cso. Then the
corresponding diffeomorphism Fs verifies

Fs* (wa) o-wa=71:* (ifJa) s

and
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(Pa) s=s*ma=so* (F-l) *ma=so* «ma) 0- (F-l) *x* (daa))
= - (xoF-1osO) *(daa) =daa

(since so*(ma)o=O and xooF=x)
Therefore, if we take s=s-a, where a is the section of Tpl*N defined
by (aa) , then we have

s*ma=s*ma-daa=O.
Now, we proceed as above.

REMARK. From Theorem 4. 1, we deduce that in a geometrical sense,
relative to the choice of the section s, a regular p-almost cotangent
structure CM, x, N, ma) is completely equivalent to (Tpl*N, xo, N, (ma) 0)
(even as vector bundles!). Moreover, the choice of s is not arbitrary;
in fact, one must choose s so that s*ma=O.
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